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ABSTRACT: Thin-film solar cells suffer from various types of recombination, of
which leakage current usually dominates at lower voltages. Herein, we
demonstrate first a three-order reduction of the shunt loss mechanism in planar
methylammonium lead iodide perovskite solar cells by replacing the commonly
used hole transport layer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) with a better hole-selective polyarylamine. As
a result, these cells exhibit superior operation under reduced light conditions,
which we demonstrate for the extreme case of moonlight irradiance, at which
open-circuit voltages of 530 mV can still be obtained. By the shunt removal we
also observe the VOC to drop to zero after as long as 2 h after the light has been
switched off. Second, at higher illumination intensities the dominant losses in the
PEDOT:PSS-based cell are ascribed to surface recombination and are also proven
to be substantially minimized by instead employing the polyarylamine. We
attribute the reduced shunt and surface recombination to the far better suited
semiconductor character of the polyarylamine, compared to that of PEDOT:PSS, efficiently blocking electrons from
recombining at this electrode.
Solar cells are generally developed for operation underintense illumination such as direct sunlight or even usinglight concentrators. There are, however, numerous
conditions in which the light intensity is lower because of
nonideal orientation, sunrise or sunset, cloudy days, or indoor
conditions. Importantly, to fully understand recombination
mechanisms in solar cells, it is essential to also evaluate them
under as large a range of illumination intensities as possible to
assess which recombination pathway becomes dominant under
each corresponding carrier concentration. Because recombina-
tion of excited charge carriers in photovoltaic devices are to
various extents dependent on the charge carrier concentration,
the rates accordingly depend on the illumination intensity itself.
The general Shockley diode equation is of vital importance for
solar cells because it defines how the total recombination
processes depend on the internal voltage in a device. The
relation between recombination current and voltage is usually
described more accurately by the inclusion of an ideality factor
(n), which varies depending on the dominant recombination
mechanism. However, the Shockley diode equation is, even
with the inclusion of an ideality factor, usually not sufficient to
describe all processes that contribute to the overall recombi-
nation current dependency on the actual external voltage, V.
Therefore, a more generalized Shockley equation (eq 1)
accounting for both series and shunt resistances (RSeries and
RShunt, respectively) is required:
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where q is the electronic charge, k the Boltzmann constant, and
J0 the dark saturation current. To identify the internal voltage
drop over a diode it is important1 to identify the influence of
these resistive losses, which for high voltages are governed by
the series resistance2 and for low voltages by the shunt
resistance.3 The loss mechanism over shunt paths is generally
referred to as “leakage current” because it profoundly increases
the recombination current to values considerably larger than
expected from the ideal diode. However, these losses are not
associated with the material itself, but rather with the entire
device configuration. Unfortunately, most thin-film solar cells
today suffer from such leakage losses.3−5 For cells operating
under stronger lighting conditions, such as solar intensities,
other recombination loss mechanisms become dominant, and
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shunt paths do not usually have a noticeable effect on the
device performance, except if the shunt loss is extraordinary
high. For cells that operate under weaker illumination
conditions,6−8 or when used as sensitive photodetectors, it is
however decisive that the recombination over the shunt is very
low. More important from a scientific perspective is that the
presence of shunt resistance frequently hinders the correct
assignment of material representative carrier recombination
dynamics, for example, as determined from electrical transient
behavior of solar cells.9 It is important to note that the
dependency of the open-circuit voltage (VOC) on light intensity
(PL) is also heavily affected by shunt recombination losses.
1
Such mechanisms have in fact earlier very often been
misinterpreted and led to erroneous assignments of unrealisti-
cally high ideality factors from the VOC(PL) relation. Recent
studies have shown that similar shunt formation statistics are
found for rather different photovoltaic technologies.4
Lead halide perovskites have attracted widespread attention
because of their outstanding suitability as photovoltaic energy
converters10−13 and photodetectors14−17 with power con-
version efficiencies exceeding 22%. Currently, perovskite solar
cells are manufactured in two main configuration categories,
mesoporous or planar.10 Whereas mesoporous cells employ
scaffolds of (usually TiOx) nanoparticles as electron selective
layer, the choice of selective layers for the planar configuration
is more open. Poly[N,N′-bis(4-butylphenyl)-N,N′-bis(phenyl)-
benzidine (polyTPD) is a poly(triaryl)amine, which because of
its transport property and thermal stability has been used as a
hole-selective material in mainly organic light-emitting diodes18
and lately in photovoltaics. While the benefits of this material
have been demonstrated by Malinkiewicz et al.19 and Zhao et
al.20 for planar perovskite cells at solar illumination intensities,
the reason for the better performance has not been clarified,
and the connection to the herein observed reduced leakage
current has not yet been widely noted. However, Fang and
Huang did recently observe a reduction in the leakage current
of perovskite photodetectors with a cross-linkable arylamine as
hole transporter.14 The earlier work clearly proved that
polyTPD on top of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) substantially improves the
performance at sun intensities, and the differences were mostly
ascribed to crystal grain size alterations affecting trap
concentration.20 Recent work by El Labban et al.21 and Hou
et al.22 proposed instead that electrons in the perovskite are
parasitically lost at the PEDOT:PSS interface. Herein, we
simply remove one layer in a well-known19 planar methyl-
ammonium lead iodide perovskite stack and demonstrate first
an unprecedented reduction of the parasitic shunt losses,
rendering the perovskite cell suitable for operation also under
extremely low irradiance conditions. Second, we confirm that
the dominant loss mechanism in the PEDOT:PSS-based solar
cells can be ascribed to surface recombination, preventing the
voltage from increasing with increased illumination intensities,
as opposed to the superior polyTPD-based devices. Finally, we
propose an explanation for why the latter devices do not suffer
from such shortcomings.
We manufactured 16 planar perovskite solar cells for each of
the three device configurations presented in Figure 1, according
to methods detailed in the Supporting Information. The first
set of devices (type A) comprised a PEDOT:PSS film spin-
coated on top of indium tin oxide (ITO). Our second set (type
B) comprised a thin film of polyTPD deposited on top of the
PEDOT:PSS layer, whereas our third set (type C) used a
polyTPD film alone, deposited directly on ITO. The
representative devices reported in the Letter, with active area
of 6.5 mm2, were manufactured in one run in the evaporation
chamber, rendering identical uniform perovskite films as
confirmed via scanning electron and optical microscopy
(Figures S1 and S2). Figure 2 displays the dark J−V
measurements of the cells and of a reference Si photodetector,
S1787-04, from Hamamatsu. This Si photodetector,23 with a
shunt resistance of typically 100 GΩ, is highly suited for
photodetection over several orders of light intensities. The
general influence of shunt resistances on dark diode J−V curves
is also demonstrated by placing a 1 MΩ resistor in parallel with
the Si photodetector, essentially removing the five lowest
orders in photosensitivity.
The PEDOT:PSS/polyTPD-based cells (device B) shows a
very commonly observed shunt resistance of ∼70 MΩ
providing a leakage current of around 0.45 mAm−2 at 0.2 V.
A 70 MΩ resistor well describes the entire voltage range of the
losses due to the shunt path. Such values are also representative
for organic solar cells likewise employing PEDOT:PSS.1 The
perovskite solar cells with a bare PEDOT:PSS layer (device A)
displayed a slightly lower shunt resistance of ∼15 MΩ. Device
C (with only polyTPD) shows on the other hand a remarkably
Figure 1. Device layouts of the studied planar methylammonium lead iodide cells employing three different hole transport layers: device A, 80
nm of PEDOT:PSS; device B, with 80 nm of PEDOT:PSS and 20 nm of polyTPD; and device C, with 20 nm of polyTPD only. The perovskite
layers and top electron-selective layers are identical as they were prepared in the same run. The chemical structure of the charge transport
materials is outlined in panel D.
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reduced leakage current and a corresponding shunt resistance
as high as 15 GΩ, comparable with the Si photodetector.
However, the assumption of the shunt being solely described by
an ohmic resistor might not fully apply for device C, as we note
minor deviations from linear behavior in the forward sweep.
While it is indeed possible to better fit a larger voltage range
with a proposed4,5 power law expression, we prefer here to stay
with the linear approximation to enhance clarity. We note that
the effective leakage current of this device amounts to merely
2.1 μAm−2 at ±0.2 V. It is important to point out that the
shunt value extracted from the polyTPD-based cells was very
reproducible, with not one of the 16 manufactured devices
showing deviations larger than 16% from the 15 GΩ resistance
presented in Figure 2.
Evaluating the double-sweep J−V curves of Figure 2, we note
the almost complete lack of hysteresis in the exponential part of
the curve for the polyTPD-based cells (devices B and C).
Current voltage hysteresis is otherwise an unfortunate and
common feature24 of perovskite solar cells, and its exact origin
remains to be determined. The graphs presented here are
logarithmic J−V curves, substantially raising the bar for
claiming the property of being “hysteresis-free”. In the ultralow
current regime of device C, with only polyTPD, some form of
hysteresis can however be clearly identified. We attribute this
difference to charging of the cells during or after the reverse
sweep. As a result of this, an “open-circuit voltage in the dark”
can be detected, albeit only in the reverse sweep. This at a first
glance highly anomalous solar cell behavior may however not
be so unexpected considering that the fast leakage path is so
effectively removed, and it is plausible that some charges, stored
somewhere in the device, have simply not recombined in the
studied time frame. We therefore chose to conduct a study of
the time decay of the open-circuit voltage (OCVD). As noted
earlier,9,25 it is then crucial to employ as high as possible input
impedance to correctly measure the solar cell, as opposed to
unintentionally measuring the voltage decay over the utilized
measurement instrumentation itself (see the Supporting
Information for further details). We illuminate the three
perovskite solar cells and the Si photodiode with light
intensities corresponding to room light for 5 s, because this
was sufficient to ensure a steady-state starting condition where
the generation rate equals the recombination rate, and then
switch off the light (t = 10−6 s) and monitor the decay as
presented with a lin.−log scale in Figure 3.
As comparison, we also include the OCVD traces for the Si
photodiode obtained when employing either the built-in
megaohm of the oscilloscope or the gigaohm load for the
longer time scales and lower voltages. The rapid voltage drops
observed in those cases are occurring over the employed
measurement instrumentation and not inside the Si diode itself.
All perovskite cells are instead evaluated with a high load
resistance, and the voltage drop occurring after around 1 s is
therefore due to the shunt resistance of the cell itself. Device C,
using only polyTPD as the hole-selective layer, does not display
such a drop at all but decays instead over at least three more
decades in time compared to the PEDOT:PSS-based cells.
Device C retains a VOC of 0.25 V even 3 min after the light has
been switched off and does not reach 0 V until after 2 h. The
large differences in time it takes for the voltage to reach zero
clearly highlight the influence that the often observed “leakage
current” generally has on the behavior of solar cells. The
equivalent circuit of the solar cell is described in the inset of
Figure 3 and includes a diode, capacitor, and shunt resistor in
parallel. As we study only open-circuit conditions, the value of
the also present series resistance becomes unimportant here.
With this circuit in mind, we can assign the long and rather
uniform decay of voltage with the logarithm of time as a
capacitive contribution from charges probably stored on some
of the electrode layers of the device. These charge carriers,
contributing to the overall voltage, do not disappear as fast as
carriers in the bulk of the device because they are separated
from each other by the perovskite layer. They instead represent
Figure 2. (A) Dark J−V curves of the three studied photovoltaic
diodes. The device employing only polyTPD (device C) is
characterized by a leakage current 3 orders of magnitude lower
than device A employing only PEDOT:PSS. (B) A reference 6.2
mm2 Hamamatsu photodetector with nominal ∼100 GΩ built-in
shunt resistor was deliberately shunted by placing a 1 MΩ resistor
in parallel with the device.
Figure 3. Open-circuit voltage decay for the three perovskite cells
and the Si reference photodetector, the latter with different
measurement resistances in parallel. The shunt-free perovskite
device C displays charge carriers remaining at the electrodes of the
device even after up to as much as 2 h. Inset shows the equivalent
circuit used in the corresponding fitting (Figure S3).
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capacitive charges that can decay via either the parasitic
pathway that the shunt represents, that is, over an RC
component with a traditional monoexponential decay charac-
teristic, or via the wide bandgap semiconductor diode that the
bulk of the perovskite itself represents. Depending on the value
of the shunt resistance, the full voltage decay of Figure 3 can be
quite accurately described by one of the two routes obtained by
simply equating the time derivative of charges on the capacitor
with either the current through a resistor or through a diode.
Equation 2 represents the well-known RC identity and its
solution, whereas eq 3 represents instead the diode−capacitor26
identity and its solution:
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where Vt=0 is the starting steady-state voltage value; n and I0 are
the ideality factor and dark saturation current of the diode,
respectively. We emphasize here that this diode−capacitor
decay is very different from a RC decay, because it follows a
linear behavior with the logarithm of time for the larger part of
the time axis. Accordingly, we have chosen to plot the OCVD
decay in Figure 3 on a linear voltage axis and a logarithmic time
axis. Fits of the measured OCVD traces to eqs 2 and 3 are
included in the Supporting Information (Figure S3) where
corresponding capacitance values are also provided. The end
time of such diode−capacitor decays, that is, when the voltage
reaches zero and the capacitor is discharged, is from eq 3 ruled
by the simple ratio of the capacitance and the dark saturation
current according to26
=t nkTC
IEnd 0 (4)
Very long decay end times can therefore be reached only by
shunt-free devices such as device C and the Si reference cell,
whereas the other perovskite devices enter a faster RC regime
at much earlier times, when the shunt starts to rule the
dynamics. Ions have earlier been assigned to be responsible for
the hysteresis, but recently also to anomalously long-lived
charges.27 Ionic displacement would possibly be more
consistent with the voltage persistency also recently observed9
but not seen in the low-intensity decay trace of Figure 3.
Acknowledging the possibility of ionic displacement affecting
the voltage decay, we would however expect more similar
behavior in the OCVD decay for all three device structures,
because they comprise identical perovskite layers. The Si cell
also requires 115 s to reach zero volts, which obviously should
not be associated with any ionic effect. We therefore note that
long decays do not necessarily have to do with the presence of
ions, although the magnitude of the capacitance may indeed be
partly related to their presence.
Having confirmed that the voltage decay is indeed extremely
slow at lower voltages, when the leakage recombination path
has been so effectively removed, we can justify the observed
“VOC in the dark”, in the low-voltage reverse sweep of Figure
2A, considering that the J−V measurement is just sweeping the
voltage faster here than the capacitive decay rate itself. Hence,
even if our sweep rate is as low as 9 mV s−1, a substantial
amount of the charges at 0.4 V is still remaining at the
electrodes of the device when we, in our reverse sweep 11 s
later, are measuring 0.3 V. Figure S6 reveals further the impact
of different sweep end voltage values and sweep rates for the
polyTPD-based cell.
The labeling “leakage current” can also be somewhat
misleading as it may be interpreted as an extra current flow
originating purely from the applied voltage of an external
electrical power source. To emphasize that leakage current over
shunt paths, irrespective of their origin, indeed represents a true
low-light intensity recombination mechanism, the steady-state
open-circuit voltage under a large set of illumination intensities
is presented in Figure 4A. The recombination over the shunt
path can here clearly be identified as the rapid voltage drop at
lower light intensity conditions (for the PEDOT:PSS-based
cells around 10−4 suns). In these devices, the quasi-Fermi levels
cannot split properly according to what is expected from the
Shockley equation, because an additional faster loss mechanism
prevents a sufficient carrier density to be sustained. However,
this is clearly not the case for the polyTPD-based cell, which
shows no voltage drop even at the lowest intensities available in
our setup (∼10−7 suns). The whole relationship between VOC
and intensity is instead well-explained without the extra shunt
term, such that the position of the quasi-Fermi levels can be
fully assigned to bulk carrier recombination even at low
voltages for the polyTPD-based cell. The overall similarity
among Figures 2−4 in fact elucidates that the steady-state
(Figure 4), quasi steady-state (Figure 2), and the full voltage
Figure 4. (A) Steady-state VOC vs illumination intensity (PL,
expressed in sun equivalent units). Devices A and B, containing
PEDOT:PSS, display a rapid voltage drop at low light intensity due
to the presence of the additional shunt recombination pathway. (B)
Ideality factors as determined from the inset equation and the
relationship in panel A clearly revealing the different loss
mechanisms ruling the devices at higher light intensities.
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decay measurements (Figure 3) indeed are probing identical
features.
For the higher-intensity regime in Figure 4A, we clearly also
note a large difference in the overall slope of the VOC(PL)
relation for device A and accordingly that this device is not able
to reach the VOC values of the polyTPD-based cells at any light
intensity. The slope represents the series resistance-free ideality
factor and is a strong indicator of what type of recombination is
ruling the cells.1 The ideality factor plotted as a function of light
intensity in Figure 4B reveals exceptionally low values for the
PEDOT:PSS-based cell. Similar notes of low ideality factors for
such cells were also made recently by Zhao et al.,20 but the
reason behind it was not assigned. Low values of ideality factors
in conjunction with overall very high values of dark saturation
currents are actually a strong indicator of a pronounced surface
recombination.1 The polyTPD-based cells are not limited by
this but are instead, as generally often stated for higher
efficiency perovskites, limited by trap assisted recombination.
Strong surface recombination in PEDOT:PSS-based perov-
skites was also very recently proposed by Hou et al.,22 whereas
the origin of the surface recombination was not proposed. We
herein assign the reduced surface recombination and lower
leakage of device C primarily to the superior semiconducting
character of polyTPD with respect to that of PEDOT:PSS.
Electrons present in the perovskite conduction band cannot
make the transition into polyTPD, because of its very high
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital level of approximately
−2.4 eV.19 On the other hand, PEDOT:PSS displays instead
characteristics analogous to semimetals28 and does not qualify
as an efficient electron-blocking material. To distinguish the
clear difference in energetic distribution of states in the two
studied materials, Figure 5 displays their absorption coefficient
on a logarithmic scale together with the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of a perovskite (device C) cell.
The clear presence of low energetic transitions allowed in
PEDOT:PSS cannot be identified in polyTPD. This short-
coming of PEDOT:PSS allows a non-negligible part of the
perovskite electrons to be parasitically extracted via midgap
states,29 such as polaron or bipolaron states, very abundant
therein.28 A similar proposal was made recently when replacing
PEDOT:PSS with CuSCN in organic solar cells.30 In contrast,
the very steep absorption edge of polyTPD indicates instead
that no such gap states mediating electrode recombination are
present in this material. We therefore herein propose that not
only the main absorbing material should possess as steep a
band-edge31 as possible, but necessarily also the employed
charge-selective electrodes, in order to ensure that the density
of midgap states is minimized also in these layers. PolyTPD is
an example of one material that features these properties.
We note also that device B, with the PEDOT:PSS
underneath the polyTPD, apparently partly removes the
excellent low leakage current of device C. Optical microscopy
(see the Supporting Information) reveals micrometer-sized
spots located underneath the uniform perovskite film of device
B. We attribute these to limited wetting of polyTPD on
PEDOT:PSS, and we propose these sites, not visible in
scanning electron microscopy images (see the Supporting
Information) of the perovskite surface itself, also act as possible
shunt formations. Similar features were recently32 observed
using hyperspectral imaging and indeed were associated with a
reduced local quasi Fermi-level splitting. These features are not
present in devices A and C. The Supporting Information
further displays J−V curves under a set of selected familiar light
intensities for the three evaluated devices. We show for example
that only the shunt-free device C is able to retain an
unprecedented open-circuit voltage of 530 mV under moon-
light intensities.
In conclusion, our message with this contribution is
threefold: We first suggest to exclude PEDOT:PSS as a hole
transport material because of its semimetallic nature and
corresponding abundancy of intergap states that increases
recombination at this interface and further leads to large
leakage currents. We conclude that this loss mechanism
prevents the difference of the two perovskite quasi-Fermi
levels from maintaining a high value at both high and low
irradiance levels, but for rather different reasons. At low voltage
values, the shunt loss rules, while at higher values, a
pronounced contribution of surface recombination instead
becomes dominant. PolyTPD does not show any of these
features but acts instead as an almost perfect hole-selective layer
that excellently inhibits electron recombination at this side of
the device, independent of voltage. Second, from our OCVD
measurements, we conclude that the shunt-free devices show a
capacitive contribution to voltage that remains for up to 2 h
after the light has been switched off and that can be fully
described with a capacitor discharging over a diode. Third, we
propose the steepness of band edges as determined from
sensitive absorption profiles as a figure of merit for a good
charge-selective layer.
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Figure 5. Absorption coefficient of the two studied hole-transport
materials highlighting that only polyTPD has a real band edge. The
EQE of device C is included as a textbook example of a clear band
edge semiconductor material.
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